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1 General information 

The Würth Supplier Portal (WSP) offers you the possibility to monitor and register your deliveries and to download the 

corresponding documents. 

Access to the portal is only possible via personalized account and can be requested at the following address. 

https://forms.office.com/r/dbq9zTKPtg 

  

 WSP Login 

Start the Würth Supplier Portal with the following link:  

https://fl.witglobal.net/#Shell-home 

The portal only works with the following minimum requirements: 

 

Enter the user name and password you created yourself and the token code and finish with "Logon". 

https://forms.office.com/r/dbq9zTKPtg
mailto:WSPHelpdesk@wurth-international.com
https://fl.witglobal.net/#Shell-home
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Username: EXxxxxxxx 

Passcode: Self-created 4-digit password followed directly by the token code from the Würth Secure Logon App or Hard 

Token. 

 Contact / Support 

For all questions regarding the Würth Supplier Portal you can contact our helpdesk: 

Phone +41 81 558 05 50 

Mail: WSPHelpdesk@wuerth-international.com 

2 Factsheet WSP - The most important facts in brief 

On our website you will always find the latest factsheet with all information on the most frequently asked questions as 

well as tips and tricks. 

Würth International (wurth-international.com) 

Password: Davos 

mailto:WSPHelpdesk@wuerth-international.com
https://wurth-international.com/de/partner/lieferant/lieferantenlogin/
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3 Introduction to the system 

 Dashboard 

 

After logging in, you will select relevant application (RFQ Processing for enquiries and offers, PO Processing for order 

confirmation or shipping notification). 

 

 

If you select PO Processing, then you will be taken to the dashboard. Basic settings can be made on this dashboard. 
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1. Change display language and localization  

2. Display vendors that are stored for the user 

3. View or download user documentation online 

4. Global search via purchase orders, shipping notifications 

5. Navigation to the desired status in the worklist 

6. Restrict the time period of the displayed items (order creation date) 

Clicking on the desired status (5) in the dashboard takes you to the work list. 

 Status 

The following statuses are available in the system.  

 

"To confirm" - Shows all open orders for transmission of the order confirmation. This function is only partially used by 

us. 

"To deliver" - Shows all open orders ready for shipping notification and transport order. 

"Delivered" - Shows all orders that have been notified and wait for transport or have been shipped. 

 Structure of the work lists 

The work lists are the main component of the Würth Supplier Portal. 
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1. Register display with total of items per status 

2. Search and column options 

3. Work list with items in the respective status 

4. Actions  

5. Filter 

6. Detailed view of the individual positions 

In the register display (1) you can see in which status bar you are and can switch to the corresponding lists by clicking. 

4 Main functions 

 Confirm positions 

In the status "to confirm" you can see all open and still to be confirmed order positions. 

 

In this status you have the following options (bottom right). 
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1. Confirm position(s) 

2. Print order 

3. Download the displayed items as CSV 

Attention: If there are positions you cannot deliver, please approach your contact person and request cancellation. 

One or more positions can be confirmed at the same time. Place a check mark in the small box on the left edge of the 

screen to select a position. 

 

 

 

By clicking on the button "Confirm position(s)"  the selected positions are transferred to the detailed view of the 

order confirmation. 

 

 

Here you have the possibility to change the order quantity (e.g. round up to box, pallet qty) and the goods ready date 

based on your realistic lead time. 

Attention: If you confirm with changes, the changes need to be approved by WIAG. System will not let you deliver 

an item not yet approved. Approvals should be done by WIAG within several days. If you need to deliver and item 

with approval pending, please approach your contact person and request approval. 
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Attention: You will not have the opportunity to change the net price. If the price of an item does not match your 

offer, please exclude this item from your order confirmation in WSP for now and approach your contact person. If it 

was an error on WIAG’s side, wait for your contact person to correct the price in WIAG’s system, and only after that 

process order confirmation for such item.  

 

Please be sure to enter your sales confirmation (or proforma invoice) number – it is a compulsory field. By clicking the 

button “Apply to all”  is the number copied into all order lines. 

 

The following options are then available for further processing. 

 

 

1. Cancel order confirmation 

2. Confirm order 

3. Confirm order with document (Currently not available) 
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By clicking on "Confirm" the item automatically moves to the status "To deliver". By clicking “Cancel” you return the 

items to “To confirm”, there will be no changes saved. 

Attention: If you realize you made a mistake in order confirmation, you may still update the details. Please go to  

“To deliver”, select just the faulty item and press the button “Delete order confirmation” . You will return the 

selected item to “To confirm” and confirm with correct data. This process may be used also when WIAG asks for 

increase/decrease of quantity or update of Goods ready date: if you approve such request then please delete original 

order confirmation just from such items and re-confirm with updated quantity or updated Goods delivery date. 

 

 

 Create delivery note (shipping notification + transport order) 

To create a delivery note, go to the "To deliver" status. You can process shipping notification for your deliveries 21 days 

before the Goods Ready Date in the Würth Supplier Portal. 

 

 In this status you have the following options (bottom right). 

 

 

 

1. Create delivery note 

2. Print WIAG order 

3. Download all displayed elements as CSV 

4. Delete order confirmation 

Shipping notifications can be created for one or more items at the same time. Place a tick in the small box on the left-

hand side of the screen to select an item. 
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 By clicking the  "Create shipping notification" button, the selected items will be transferred to the shipping 

notification creation.  

Attention: Multiple positions can only be registered together under the following conditions: 

- Same supplier/collection address/factory 

- Same consignee 

- Same Incoterms 

- Goods Ready Dates within tolerance (maximum 21 days before GRD) 

If GRD of an item is too far in the future, then WSP does not allow to include such item in shipping notification. 

 

The system automatically checks whether other items match the selected delivery and asks whether these should also be 

notified. 

 

 

Attention: If a shipment consists of several containers, then each container needs to be registered separately. 

Please only select the items which will be shipped in one specific container to create a shipping notification – otherwise 

your shipping notification will fail weight and volume check. 
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4.2.1 Enter shipping information 

 

First select the Goods supplier via pop-up menu. The supplier specifies the collection address. If there is only one 

collection address, this will be filled in automatically. 

The field Availability date is the date on which the goods are ready for collection at the earliest; it should correspond to 

the confirmed Goods Ready Date. 

The field Delivery number supplier comes pre-filled with a generic number. Please, always enter your invoice number 

into this field. 

WIAG PO number must be stored in the field Identification/Note the, as it is a mandatory reference required by Wϋrth 

Logistics. 

Port of loading is selected from drop-down menu based on the port code or port name. 

Product description is mandatory. 

Container load is mandatory and is selected from drop-down menu. 

Important: Please do not use WSP to notify extraordinary rail or air shipments. Such shipment needs to be 

coordinated with your responsible purchaser and disposition officer, automated process from WSP would not suffice. 

 

4.2.2 Enter packing data 
Important: The packing data must be stored correctly and must correspond to the real dimensions of the items selected 

for this delivery. 

 

 

 

The following fields are mandatory. 

Handling unit 

Select EUPA = Euro pallets from drop-down list. 

 

Number of handling units 
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Specify the number of handling units (Euro pallets) in this shipment. 

Shipment weight 

Shipment weight is gross weight and it is made up as follows: shipment weight = weight of goods incl. packaging and 

pallets. Please note that maximum admissible weight per pallet is 1,000 kg, maximum weight per container is 24,000 

kg. 

Calculated volume 

The combined volume must be indicated in m3. Please note that maximum admissible volume is set up as 33 m3 for 20ft 

container or 67 m3 for 40ft container. 

4.2.3 Enter position information 
For the selected items, check whether the country of origin and the preference are correct. The portal takes this 

information from our purchase order, so if you notice any discrepancy and cannot correct it yourself then please notify 

your responsible purchaser or disposition officer and wait for them to update the information in our system. 

Pending quantity denotes the quantity from the position not yet delivered. If you are delivering partial quantity, then 

please modify the field Deliverable quantity. 

 

 

By clicking on the "Hashtag", information on the batch (or lot) can be stored. If this field is red, the field is compulsory – 

it means that your goods are classified as sensitive or dangerous goods in our system (e.g., construction products), and 

therefore it is needed to collect and store further information. The information on "Quantity in lot" and "Supplier lot" must 

be entered.  

By pressing on the blue plus at the upper right edge another lot can be added, and quantities can be allocated 

accordingly. You can see the remaining quantity at the bottom left. 

 

Finish with "Save". 

After all data have been entered correctly, create the shipping notification by pressing "Save". The following success 

message appears. It is not needed to download the delivery note from WSP – all information is already stored in the 

system and is being transmitted to Wϋrth Logistics. You can find all this information in “Delivered”. 
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Attention: By creating a delivery note, Transport Order is automatically generated in the background and is sent to 

Wϋrth Logistics. Please do not book this shipment again per e-mail. Wϋrth Logistics shall send you booking confirmation 

within 24 hours. If you receive no booking confirmation, then please approach your responsible contact person at 

WIAG – they will be able to verify the situation internally as well as with Wϋrth Logistics and re-print and re-send 

transport order if necessary. 

Important: If your shipment consists of several containers then each container must have a separate shipping 

notification and thus a separate delivery note. If you want these combined into one delivery then please notify Wϋrth 

Logistics per e-mail of all delivery numbers which are to be combined into a shipment. 

5 Global functions 

  Global search function 

To find a position there is the possibility of the global search. It is always in the middle of the upper edge of the screen. 

 

Here you can search for specific numbers or even letter sequences. 

The system then searches for the search term in the purchase orders and shipping notifications and displays it in a list. 

 

 

If you select a record, you will automatically get to the detailed view of the corresponding position. 

 Search function work list 

The search field in the upper right corner of each worklist can be used to search the worklist. To do this, a search term 

must be entered in the search field and confirmed with the [Enter] key or the magnifying glass symbol.  
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Whether a search is active can be easily recognized by the cross in the search field, a click on it resets the search. 

 

 Order View, Print, Download 

Regardless of the status, each order can be displayed, printed and downloaded as a PDF in the "To deliver" worklist: 

  

  CSV download 

To download a list in CSV format, select one or more items and press the download button.  
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 Column sorting and filtering 

In the position overview, you can sort the column user-specifically or enter a filter term by clicking on the column name 

(1). 

 

 Column layout 

By click and hold you can move columns as you like (1). The order of the columns can also be changed and reset via 

the column options (5.8 Reset work list column layout) 

 

 

 Reset worklist filtering 

To the left of the search field of each worklist is the button to reset all filter settings of the worklist. 

  

 Reset worklist column layout 

To the left of the search field of each worklist is the button to open the column menu. 

 

In this menu, the order of the columns can be adjusted (1), individual columns can be shown or hidden (2) and these 

settings can be reset to the default (3). 
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 User-specific filtering  

In addition to the possibility of filtering the worklist via the columns, user-specific filter functions can be created, which can 

be saved and applied to a worklist again and again.  

Via the button "Add favourite" the work list can be restricted by date range, number list or number range. 

 

First filter the list as desired and then click on "Add favorite". You can then name the list. 

 

The Favorite List button allows you to select a created favorite and apply its filter settings to the worklist. 

 

To do this, click on the desired favorite. A favorite can be deleted by clicking on the red X. 
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 Attachments Up/Download 

5.10.1 Download 
On the item overview you can see if an item/receipt has a document attached. 

 

In the detailed display of the item (visible by clicking on ), you can then see the documents in either the header or 

item view.  

 

5.10.2 Upload 
In the detail display of an item, you can attach a document either to the item or to the document (header). Uploading 

attachments is only possible in edit mode, for example while confirming an order. 

The Upload button is now activated in the attachments.  

Selecting this button opens the file selection and a document can be selected and uploaded. 


